Red Moon methodology compatible with quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics framework: Application to solid electrolyte interphase film formation in lithium-ion battery system.
The Red Moon (RM) method [a hybrid Monte Carlo (MC)/molecular dynamics reaction method] is capable of realizing the practical atomistic simulation for complex chemical reaction systems beyond the range of application of the traditional molecular simulation techniques. In the RM method, the chemical reaction is treated stochastically based on the MC method. In the present study, to extend the applicability of the RM methodology, a new energy estimation method for the MC procedure has been proposed by using the quantum mechanics (QM)/molecular mechanics (MM) method. To validate its calculation reliability, we have examined it in a typical dimerization reaction in electrolytes of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and found that both solute internal energy and short-range solute-solvent interaction energy are significantly improved in comparison to the conventional energy estimation method using the MM method. As a practical application, we have dealt with the solid electrolyte interphase film formation in LIB, focusing on the bifurcation of dimerization reactions between the reduction products, and were able to reproduce the tendency similar to that in the experimental observations. It is concluded that the present RM methodology compatible with the QM/MM framework is expected to make a significant contribution to a variety of materials design and function development involved in various complex chemical reactions.